
Free Movement of Persons

Workers

Definition of worker (Lawrie-Blum) : 3 conditions

Nationality : has to be a Union's citizen

Effective employment : the activity has to be real, no matter
the number of hours worked but can't be a mere facade

Under supervision : salary, link of subordination...

Citizens Directive

Art. 45

Prohibits discrimination on grounds of NATIONALITY, in
terms of access to "employee", remuneration and other
conditions of work and employment"

Art. 45 applies even if the measure at stake comes from a
private actor  + Private actors can justify their measures on
grounds of public policy, public security and public
health + ORIG are also admitted (Bosman)

If discrimination on other grounds (gender, religion,
...)=> ART. 19 TFEU

Exceptions

Exception for public administration employment (strict
interpretation) : the MS can authorize only nationals to obtain a
certain job exercising public authority (judge, chief of police...)

Temporary exception for new MS : like from 2004-2014 for the
10 new MS

Professionals

Services Directive (if they offer a service) Free movement of services : service providers and
beneficiaries of services benefit from this freedom

What is a service ? - 1/ connected with the notion of economic
activity - 2/ remuneration (broad interpretation : not just
money, data works too, and can be taken by someone else),
"normally" (WTF IS "NORMALLY")  - 3/ have a temporary
nature - 4/ the 4 freedoms mustn't overlap = residual category

Economic services : no definition but examples : -
Health care  - Voluntary health insurance -
Placement of job seekers - etc

Non-economic services, where rules on services don't apply :  -
Public safety - Basic compulsory health insurance

Art. 49

Freedom of establishment : applies to self-employed (art. 49),
they : - Don't work on the supervision of someone else - Bear
all the risks of its activity -

Companies
Directives (lots)

Art. 49 & 54 Freedom of establishment Sujet secondaire

Citizens

Citizens Directive : for people who cannot enjoy other
freedoms (worker, …)

Conditions

Nationality condition : to be a national of an EU MS

Resources conditions (strict interpretation by the ECJ so that
the MS cannot do what they want : Dano & Adil)

Receiving social assistance is not sufficient to see it as an
unreasonable burden

Right of residence

Short-term stay (<3 months) = Art. 6 Citizens Directive :
unconditional

Long-term (>3months) = Art. 7 to 14 Citizens Directive :
some restrictions

Art. 12 Citizens Directive : the Union citizen's death shall not
entail the family member's leaving from the MS

Art. 13 Citizens Directive : divorce shall not entail loss of the
right of residence for a Union citizen's family member if
:(Rafsahni case)

a) marriage lasted for at least 3 years, with 1 year in the host MS

b) has custody of the Union citizen's children

c) there were particular circumstances : domestic violence, …

d) has the right of access to a minor child

Art. 14 Citizens Directive : the right of residence is retained if
the family member doesn't become an unreasonable burden on
the social assistance system = social insurance isn't sufficient to
justify deportation

Permanent stay (after 5 years) = Art. 16 to 21 Citizens
Directive

Status not conditional : conditions on resources and health
insurance don't matter anymore. - Gradual approach of the
Directive : the longer you stay, the more integrated you are,
the less the MS can treat you differently than its own
nationals.

Status can be lost after 2 years of uninterrupted absence of the
host MS

Other rights linked to residence

Right to work : art. 23 Citizens Directive

Right to access property : Austria reserved some privileged
locations to Austrians

Right to education

Rights linked to personal status like :

Right to portability of a name (Grunkin Paul)

Right to portablity of marital status, inheritance...

The Commission wants to facilitate the recognition of all sorts
of documents (Com/2013/0228)

Limitations, in particular for deportation Public order : MS have some freedom to define it within limits
fixed by the Court (Van Duyn)

Art. 27 Citizens Directive : Ms can deport a person :

The measure of expulsion must state grounds

The measure has to comply with the priniciple of
proportionality and shall be based exclusively on the personal
conduct

The personal conduct must represent a genuine, present and
sufficiently serious threat affecting one of the fundamental
interests of society

+ Orfanopoulos : it's not enough to have been convicted, the
person has to present an actual danger to society

Art. 28 Citizens Directive :

28(2) : no expulsion of a citizen or family member that has
acquired a permanent right of residence (+ than 5 years)
unless it's on "SERIOUS grounds of public policy or public
security" (only public security and public order)

28(3) : no expulsion of a citizen (+ than 10 years) unless it's on
"IMPERATIVE grounds of public policy or public security"
(only public security)

+ PI case : blurs the distinction => a super permanent resident
(art. 28-3) can be expelled even if he's not a big risk for the
territory

Art. 18 (non-discrimination principle on grounds of nationality)

Art. 20 : rights attached to citizenship

a) Right to move and reside (mobility)

b) Right to vote and stand as candidates (mobility)

c) Right to protection of the diplomatic and consular
authorities (no mobility)

d) Right to petition the EP or the Ombudsman (no mobility)

Family Members Citizens Directive

Mobility : even if in Zambrano it was a purely internal situation,
but at times the ECJ can look at the consequences first, seeing if
the citizen wouldn't be deprived of the essence of his rights =>
so the ECJ broadened the citizenship even for relatives of a
sedentary citizen

Genuine enjoyment test : the parents of a young EU citizens
will enjoy free movement even if they are not EU citizens,
otherwise the right of the child wouldn't be effective (Zhu)

Art. 14 Citizens Direct

Lex specialis overrides lex generalis

Scope of application

I. Mobility : Is there a movement (or the
intention of a movement) ?

YES : Free Movement of
Workers(Knoors)

NO : Purely Internal Situation => All constituent elements are
confined within the territory of one MS - Cannot invoke EU
law (Steen)

II. Direct effect : Can the person invoke EU law
?

Free Movement of Workers, Art. 45 : YES

Vertical situation (Van Duyn) Horizontal situation (Angonese) -
litigation between two persons

Free Movement of establishment, Art. 49 : YES

Vertical situation (Reyners) - Rule adopted by the Bar not the
State (if the rule creates an obstacle, the EU law doesn't care
about its origin)

Free Movement of services, Art. 56-57 : YES

Vertical situation (Van Binsbergen) - discrimination on
the grounds of residence, considered as indirect
discrimination on nationality

Free Movement as a citizen's right, Art. 20 : YES

Vertical situation (Baumbast)


